
2022 Tournament
& Event Guide

grousenestgolf.com

A Scratch
Player’s Dream



Welcome to
Grouse Nest Golf Course

Central Alberta’s best-kept secret
offers a challenging course,

a peaceful setting,
and our warm hospitality

!



Book Your Tournament Today
COMPANIES · ORGANIZATIONS ·  FAMILIES · FUN

Just a half hour from west 

Edmonton on Highway 16, our 

intimate grounds near Carvel 

offer a well-kept nine-hole course 

with a licenced clubhouse and 

barbeque facilities. Get away 

from the city for the day and 

enjoy a casual round of golf with 

friends and colleagues.
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The Grouse Nest
Tournament Package

We keep things casual at Grouse Nest. 
So come on out and be prepared to relax 

with colleagues, friends, family, and 
enjoy friendly competition on our always-

challenging nine-hole course.

THE WESTERN SWING

$70 + GST per golfer

Green fees
Score cards
Shared cart

Meal

Club rentals are $15 extra per golfer 

Ruffed grouse live on the grounds 
and you may encounter them in 
the brush

We are open seven 
days a week from 

7am to 9pm
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Great Food
Well Prepared

We offer classic western Canadian meals 
made to satisfy. We’re also happy to 

accommodate different tastes, allergies 
and dietary restrictions. We’ll be happy to 

discuss it during the planning phase.

THE WESTERN CLASSIC MEAL

$30 + GST per guest

Cash or Ticket Bar
as you prefer

6oz Steak · Cæsar Salad · Baked Potato
Baked Beans · Desserts · Coffee/Tea

We cook to medium-rare and 
medium, but if you have a 

request, let us know
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ONE WEEK BEFORE (committing)

The final number of golfers and guests for catering 
services is required. This is the minimum number 
you will be invoiced for.

Finalize club rentals and other miscellaneous needs.

TOURNAMENT DAY (time to play)

Full payment of the outstanding invoice to be 
completed after the event.

Planning Your Day
at Grouse Nest

We’re here for you every step of 
the way. You can help us and 

yourselves with organizing the people 
participating in your tournament 

or outing. Also note all prizes and 
certificates are your responsibility.

EIGHT WEEKS BEFORE (planning)

Fill out our Tournament Registration Form at the end 
of this document and submit it with your deposit to 
reserve your date. You are the tournament organizer.

Set your sign-up deadline several weeks in advance to 
achieve the number of golfers you want.

Note dietary restrictions if applicable.

Inform golfers of course rules and regulations on page 
9 of this document.

Set your tournament format based on handicaps, 
average score or other grouping criteria as you see fit.

We can provide proximity markers such as long drive, 
longest putt, etc. if you wish to award for those.

Cancellations must be made at least two weeks before 
your tournament date and the deposit paid is non-
refundable.

TWO WEEKS BEFORE (confirming)

Confirm golfers list to ensure your group arrives with 
the booked number of players.

Prepare your tournament rules and check-in 
procedure.

Gather this info to provide to Grouse Nest—

 { Expected number of golfers and guests
 { Golfers requiring club rentals
 { Dietary needs (allergies, restrictions)
 { Proximity marker requirements
 { Registration and prize table requirements
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Your Responsibilities
at Grouse Nest

We want everyone who visits our 
golf course to have a great day and 
a positive experience. With that in 

mind, we have reasonable standards 
for behaviour.

CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOUR

We respect the people that work for us. Physical or 
verbal abuse, discrimination, sexual harassment 
or disrespectful conduct will not be tolerated. Any 
person disrespecting our staff will be escorted off the 
grounds without refund.

SLOW PLAY

Please obey our Golf Course Supervisor’s instructions 
at all times. Slow play is not permitted, and you 
will be asked to speed up if the group behind you is 
curtailed. If slow play continues, your group may be 
asked to pick up their balls and move on to the next 
hole, filling in an average score for the missed hole.

WEATHER

The great outdoors comes with no guarantees of 
constant sunshine and a fair breeze. Golf is played 
in light to moderate weather conditions. Grouse Nest 
will determine if the course is unfit or unsafe for play. 
We do our best to accommodate moving your event 
to another date if we wake up to a poor day, or other 
accommodation if things turn for the worse when 
you’re out on the course.

DAMAGES

The tournament organizer will be responsible for any 
and all damages to the course, equipment, carts and 
our facilities caused by any of the golfers or guests. 
The credit card provided with your registration will 
cover any additional expenses or damages incurred 
on the day of your event.

LIQUOR POLICY

Per the Alberta Gaming and Liquor Commission 
(AGLC) regulations, all alcohol on site must be 
purchased through Grouse Nest. This is a zero-
tolerance policy. Your alcohol will be confiscated 
and you may be asked to leave the grounds without 
refund.

We strongly encourage all tournament 
organizers to have a policy of responsible 
drinking for all golfers and guests. Grouse 
Nest reserves the right to withhold alcohol 
service at any time for any reason.
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EAGLE ONE – This reachable par 4 gives the opportunity for 
eagle but not without its challenges. Club selection is key. 
Three giant pines centred in the fairway force a higher shot 
than wanted. Using a mid to long iron off the tee will set up 
an easier approach shot to the green. Long hitters deciding 
to go for it should take into account the water over the green.

RAVEN’S REVENGE – Driver off the tee to the top of the 
hill on this difficult dogleg gives chance to take aim at the 
green below. Shorter shots lead to a blind approach from the 
bottom of the hill. The elevated target green is protected by 
bunkers front and back, out-of-bounds trees to the left and 
water hazard to the right. Walking away with par will have 
you counting your lucky stars.

GROUSE GRIND – The signature hole of Grouse Nest. The 
Grind requires careful club selection. Long hitters need to 
avoid the creek and woods. Short shots are flirting with water 
and sand. Those fortunate enough to hit the target green are 
faced with a slippery putt for birdie, or perhaps to save par. 

CROW’S NEST – Favour the left side on this uphill tee shot. 
A drive that finds the right side bunkers make it difficult to 
stick this green. Don’t be afraid to use the hill on the left to 
get a favourable kick. Long hitters be wary of the green side 
bunker and water hazard.

DUCK BLIND – A blind shot to the landing area, this hole is 
fraught with dangers. Out of bounds on the left, water front 
right and back left. Deep bunker at the back of the green. A 
short iron down the left will set up for an easy wedge to the 
middle of the green. 

QUILL POINTE – No room for error on this punishing Par 5. 
First and second shots will need to be played almost perfect 
to avoid hazards scattered throughout the narrow uphill 
fairway. Those who manage to navigate the hazards are 
faced with a challenging third. A sloping two tiered green 
perched atop a hill will test the nerves of even the most 
stalwart of golfers.

BAT CAVE – Cut the corner of this dogleg right if you feel 
lucky. Remembering the bunker that guards the front of the 
green. Short shots are sure to find the out-of-bounds woods. 
Long shots are threatened by the water along the left edge of 
the fairway. Play it as designed and lay up in order to leave 
for an easier pitch into this well-protected green.

FOX HOLE – A challenging Par 3. Trees run along the hill 
on the left edge of the fairway. Missing to the right brings 
a deep greenside bunker into play and leaves for a very 
difficult uphill shot to the inverted saddle shaped green, 
making this green tough to stick. 

COYOTE RUN – A dogleg left with water at every turn. A 
well-placed first shot to the corner leaves a long iron or 
fairway wood to the back-to-front sloping green. Water runs 
the length of the fairway on the left and trees line the right. 
A couple of well-placed giant pines make this an even more 
difficult approach shot.
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Out-of-Bounds Penalty: Stroke  and distance
1 – Fenceline to  left of fairway
2 – Left of fairway
3 – Relief area behind green
Water comes into  play on all holes
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 { The Golf Course Supervisor has full authority to 
maintain the course rules and assist in keeping the 
pace of play for everyone’s enjoyment.

 { Maintenance staff have the right of way when 
approaching greens. Please wait until clear or wait for 
staff to signal the go ahead.

 { All players are requested to keep pace with the group 
ahead. Slower players must signal faster players 
through.

 { Every player must have a set of clubs.

 { Appropriate golf attire is required at all times.

 { Proper footwear only. Golf shoes or runners. No metal 
spikes.

 { Each operator of a golf cart must be eighteen (18) 
years of age and have a valid automobile driver’s 
licence.

 { Golf carts must remain on paths around tees and at 
least 30 feet from greens.

 { Caddies, walkers and riders are not permitted.

 { Children 12 and under must be accompanied by an 
adult.

 { Persons using these premises do so at their own risk.

 { No outside alcohol permitted.

Violations of course rules may result in the loss of playing 
privileges without refund. All persons assume full risk of 
injury, damages and loss of property, and are liable for their 
own acts to other people.

PLEASE—

Replace divots

Repair ball marks  on greens

Rake sand traps

Keep carts and  bags off greens  and tees

Play ready golf

Course Rules
and Regulations
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Enquiries and reservations

+1 780 892 2006
grousenestgolf.com

53318 Range Road 31
Parkland County, Alberta, T7Y 0E3 Canada



Event Registration Form
Grouse Nest Golf Course

Contract

Upon payment of the deposit and the signing of the agreement to the terms and conditions your event will be booked. Confirmation will be 
provided in a timely manner by Grouse Nest.

I have read, understood and accept the terms and conditions outlined in the Event Guide 
provided. I agree to the $500 deposit being non-refundable.

Print Name DateSignature

Details

Number of Players Estimate (Max 72)
final count due seven days prior to event

Event Name

Phone (Daytime)

Billing Address, City, Province, Postal Code

Event Day Contact

Start Time

Email

Contact Name

Event Date

Mobile

Signature

Deposit
$500 Deposit (non-refundable at two weeks or less before your event) payable via:

 EFT (reservations@grousenestgolf.com)      Credit Card      Cheque

CC No.
a credit card must be provided regardless of how the event it to be paid for

Expiry MM/YY Name on Card
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